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The pre-stressed spring
As part of the armature, a flat pre-stressed spring allows 
the armature plate to move across the airgap when the 
coil is energised.
On de-energisation the plate is rapidly withdrawn by the 
spring allowing mounting in any position and ensuring 
there is no residual torque.

Key Features
Stationary field without slip rings for easy

installation and zero maintenance
Sophisticated friction material developed over

30 years, gives excellent stability with the lowest wear rate
Specially prepared friction surfaces eliminates the need for 

running in
Totally backlash-free without splines or pins to wear result-

ing in high reliability and long life

How they work
The brakes consist of two parts, the stator (coil part) 
and armature assembly. These two parts are mounted 
concentrically and fixed axially with the air gap set 
between them. When the coil is energised with a d.c. 
voltage, the armature plate is pulled onto the stator. 

Plate axial movement is achieved by the pre-stressed 
spring. The clutch has a rotor fitted around the stator 
(stationary field coil). The rotor connects to the shaft. 
Stator, rotor and armature are fixed axially with the air 
gap set between rotor and armature. On energisation 
flux passes radially from stator to rotor and then pulls 
the armature through the airgap and onto the rotor 
by flexing of the pre-stressed spring.

Pre-stressed Spring

Armature Types

The original modern pole face design with unbeaten 
performance and quality.
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Size Selection
1. Torque method – If fitting near a motor drive, it is often 
sufficient to size the clutch or brake on the motor torque, 
using a suitable factor, typically 1.5 to 2.0. Otherwise we 
recommend a factor of 2.0 minimum.

2. Torque and inertia – If load inertia is significant, you must 
allow for additional torque to accelerate the load.

3. Work done – With significant inertia you must also check 
that the work done in starting or stopping does not exceed 
the thermal capacity of the clutch or brake selected.

 
From the work per operation, the maximum frequency of 
operation can be calculated.

4. Stopping distances and times – If the total inertia to be 
stopped or started is known, it is often useful to calculate 
the time taken to achieve this mechanically by the clutch or 
brake.

Where t = stopping time in seconds.

From the stopping time, the distance or number or 
revolutions can be calculated, remembering that the 
average speed during the stop is one half of the initial 
speed.

14.105.06.3.5 clutch driving V belt pulley

14.115.20.1.3 brake stops shaft & pulley



Our range of clutch/brakes gives maximum flexibility
to machine drive systems.
 

Key Features
High operating frequency without stopping the motor

Fast response times
Cycle times as short as 20ms possible with fast excitation units

Simple and quick wear adjustment in-situ
No running-in required

Terminal box rotates in 90o steps
No running-in required

Flanges can be fitted to the threads provided. On the input side B5 
flanges are available, for example to suit Lenze Simplabelt drives. 

On the output side either B5 or B14 flanges can be supplied.
See end of section for dimensions.

B3 foot mounted 14.800.__.11.1
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Special face mounting
• Can allow shorter build length
• Reduced mounting diameter
• Saves the cost of flanges or feet

All units have provision for special face mounting on the 
output side (model 14.800.__.11.1 has an identical input 
side also). On the flange mounted models the special face 
mounting is exposed by removing the output flange.

Electrical supply and switching
Clutch brakes are controlled by a 24V d.c. signal. 
Cycle times of 200 milliseconds or less are possible 
using relays to switch power between clutch and 
brake. Details of response times are available on 
request. Faster cycle times up to 25 per second are 
possible on 14.800 models using fast excitation 
units. On the flange mounted models, the special 
face mounting is exposed by removing the output 
flange.

Foot mounting/motorised units
Model 14.800.__.10.4 can be fitted with feet instead of the B14 
flange. This allows a compact assembly of a motorised clutch 
brake. Suitable motors can be selected from the Simplabloc 
inputs and outputs table shown earlier.  Two foot options are 
available to give different shaft heights:

Clutch brakes 14.800.__.11.1 are normally supplied to option 1

B14 output flanges

B5 flanges also available upon request

The clutch and brake coils can be separately switched. 
However only one coil should be energised at a time to 
prevent ‘fighting’ between clutch and brake.  
Change-over switching is used to prevent this.  
Connecting the clutch coil with reverse polarity to the 
brake as shown gives fastest switching.  Suppression 
may be required across coils as shown.

Enclosure protection
Electrical

All units meet IP44. An optional terminal box is available to give 
IP55.
Mechanical

Models 14.800 meet IP44. However, when shielded from direct 
hosed water, the 14.800 units can be considered equivalent to 
IP55.
Input speeds

For good wear life it is recommended that the input speed to 
these clutch brakes be limited to 1500 r/min. The maximum 
permissible speed is 3000 r/min.
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Key Features
A building block between motor and gearbox

B14 compact connections
No running-in required

Wear adjustment without dismantling
Allows high frequency indexing

No running-in required

Inputs – check the ‘C’ face dimension on the motor, matches the 
clutch brake. For example the 80 frame motor should have a ‘C’ face, 
that is dimension K, of 120mm.
 

B14 face input and output                    14.800.__.10.4
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Key Features
Connects from B5 flange mounted motor to B5

flange input gearbox
Achieves frequent stop/start without loading the motor

Precision indexing and consistent stopping position
No running-in and simple maintenance

No running-in required

Other literature 
Data sheets giving details of response times and full dimensions are 
available on request, also fitting and operating instructions.

For other inputs and outputs 
For each size one other shaft size is possible. Both input and output 
flanges can be unbolted and here again a second diameter is possible. 
The table to the right describes these non-standard options. Further 
details on request.

B5 flange input and output  14.800.__.12.3
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